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I. INTRODUCTION

The video game industry has grown from a niche market to one that boasted revenues of nearly $20 billion in 2009.¹ For over thirty years, video game manufacturers have faced controversy over the possible adverse effects that games may have on the gamers who play them. The majority of cases dealing with this issue have involved the possibility that video games contribute to the development of violent tendencies in adolescents—the highest profile of those cases being litigation resulting from the tragic shooting at Columbine High School in Colorado.² Until recently, courts almost universally held that game manufacturers were not liable for injuries to—or caused by—the individuals who play video games.³ A decision by the Federal District Court of Hawaii in 2010, however, allowed the defendant game manufacturer, NCsoft, to survive a motion to dismiss in a lawsuit for negligence, gross negligence, and negligent infliction of emotional distress.⁴ This Note will focus on the issue in Smallwood v. NCsoft Corp., as to whether a video game manufacturer can be held liable for failure to warn users of a game’s potentially addictive nature.⁵ Here, the court held that the plaintiff, Craig Smallwood, had stated a claim and that NCsoft’s motion to dismiss should be denied based on the physical and mental injuries alleged by Smallwood.⁶ By allowing this claim to proceed, the court ignored the standard set by numerous other courts throughout the country, and therefore opened itself to a potential flood of future litigation.

⁵ Id. at 1234–35.
⁶ Id. at 1236.
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A. Factual Background

NCsoft designed and distributed the online game *Lineage II*, a fantasy massively multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG). Smallwood spent over 20,000 hours playing *Lineage II* between 2004 and 2009, and described "great feelings of euphoria and satisfaction from persistent play" of the game. As a result, he alleged psychological dependence and addiction to *Lineage II*. In 2009, NCsoft released a new game, *Aion*, and began to promote it to gamers. Smallwood alleged that at that time, the company began to lock players out of its older games—such as *Lineage I*—in order to increase the number of users of, and profits for, the new game. In September 2009, Smallwood discovered that NCsoft had terminated his access without warning, only informing him that the game manufacturer's actions were necessary because of his alleged participation in a scheme to create real-money transfers involving the game. Smallwood denied ever having been involved in any scheme and alleges that this excuse was used as part of a "banning purge" to remove users from the old games and push them to new games such as *Aion*. Additionally, Smallwood asserted that the game *Lineage II* included Game Masters who were supposed to ensure fairness, but nevertheless failed in this instance to enforce the rules fairly.

Smallwood also alleged that he continued to have "a compulsive urge and need to play *Lineage II*," and that he was never provided any warning from NCsoft of the danger of becoming addicted to the game. As a result of the NCsoft's alleged actions, Smallwood claimed he has suffered extreme emotional distress, including depression. Additionally, he was unable to function independently, was hospitalized for three weeks, and now requires therapy treatment three times a week. Smallwood alleged that if he had been aware of the unfairness of the game's administration and that he would become addicted to it, he never would have purchased or played *Lineage II*.
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B. Description of the Plaintiff’s Claim

Smallwood filed the claim in the Federal District Court of Hawaii. It was brought under diversity jurisdiction because Smallwood was a Hawaiian resident, and NCsoft had a subsidiary headquartered in Texas. Smallwood asserted multiple claims, namely: (1) misrepresentation/deceit, (2) unfair and deceptive trade practices, (3) defamation/libel/slander, (4) negligence, (5) gross negligence, (6) intentional infliction of emotional distress, (7) negligent infliction of emotional distress, and (8) punitive damages. In claims (1) and (2), Smallwood argued that NCsoft did not run the game fairly. Claim (3) involved allegations by the plaintiff that the defendant made false and defamatory statements about him that were published to other gamers. Smallwood’s claims (4), (5), (6), and (7) are all related to the defendant’s alleged knowledge of the game’s addictive nature and subsequent failure to warn the plaintiff of this addictive quality. Finally, claim (8) was for punitive damages related to NCsoft’s actions.

C. Procedural and Substantive History

When Smallwood filed his original complaint, the court dismissed it sua sponte for a lack of subject matter jurisdiction, because Smallwood failed to establish diversity of citizenship. The court did grant leave to amend, and Smallwood subsequently filed an Amended Complaint. But upon NCsoft’s motion to dismiss, the court dismissed the Amended Complaint without prejudice and with leave to amend. Smallwood then filed his Second Amended Complaint, which formed the basis of the court’s opinion. The court showed a great deal of leniency towards Smallwood’s filings because he appeared pro se, thus requiring the court to provide special consideration to his filing. But NCsoft argued that an attorney had actually ghost-written the pleadings and, therefore, not only should this special treatment should not be observed, but Smallwood’s pleadings should also be struck. The court
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decided that striking the pleadings was too harsh of a penalty, but decided not to provide any special consideration for the plaintiff’s pleadings.\textsuperscript{31} Additionally, the court performed a choice-of-laws analysis to determine whether it should follow the law of Hawaii or Texas.\textsuperscript{32} The court found that, under Hawaii law, a choice of law provision in a contract should be upheld.\textsuperscript{33} But the court limited the use of Texas law to determining the software user agreement’s validity and the limitation of liability it contained.\textsuperscript{34} The court ruled that for all other matters, Hawaii law must govern since, the Ninth Circuit had required courts to apply Hawaii law to claims that arose under Hawaii statutory and common law.\textsuperscript{35}

\textbf{D. District Court’s Holding and Rationale}

The court quickly dismissed three of the claims—misrepresentation/deceit, unfair and deceptive trade practices, and intentional infliction of emotional distress—because of the lack of specificity in Smallwood’s pleadings.\textsuperscript{36} The court indicated that the plaintiff failed to provide the “who, what, when, and how” that the Ninth Circuit has determined is necessary for intentional-misrepresentation and unfair-trade-practices claims.\textsuperscript{37} A fourth claim, punitive damages, was summarily dismissed because punitive damages cannot form an independent claim.\textsuperscript{38} The court analyzed the defamation claim and found that Smallwood had established all four elements for the claim in his pleading. But since the defamation claim was based on negligence, Smallwood’s damages were limited to only those specified in the software’s User Agreement.\textsuperscript{39} The court also found that Smallwood satisfied the elements for both negligence and gross negligence, and the court allowed those claims to proceed.\textsuperscript{40} Finally, the court ruled that, while Smallwood met the elements for the claim of negligent infliction of emotional distress, he failed to establish that the act committed by NCsoft was outrageous—an element of intentional infliction of emotional distress.\textsuperscript{41} In Hawaii, for conduct to meet the “outrageous” requirement, the defendant’s conduct must “[e-
ceed] all bounds usually tolerated by decent society and [be] of a nature especially calculated to cause . . . mental distress of a very serious kind."

Here, the court felt that Smallwood did not submit a pleading that an average member of the community would find "outrageous." While the court dismissed the intentional-infliction-of-emotional-distress claim, the claim for negligent infliction of emotional distress survived because the court had already found that Smallwood properly pleaded negligence.

E. Court’s Rationale

Reviewing the remaining viable claims, the court primarily focused on NCsoft’s alleged negligence as the catalyst for the entire suit. The court began its analysis of the negligence claim by reviewing the elements of a negligence claim under Hawaii law. The court specified that, under Hawaii law, liability for negligence arises when an actor who has a duty fails to comply with the required standard of care, and damage occurs to an individual because of that breach of duty. The court then went on to say that, in order for the claim to succeed for gross negligence, Smallwood must prove NCsoft exhibited a "conscious indifference" to the possible consequences. While NCsoft argued that the negligence and gross negligence claims were linked to Smallwood’s fraud charge, the court disagreed and found that Smallwood had provided adequate specificity in his pleadings to state a claim for negligence. In making this determination regarding the pleading’s specificity, the court looked to Smallwood’s claims that NCsoft was negligent—or even grossly negligent—in not only the game’s design, manufacture, and promotion, but also in the company’s failure to warn of its addictive nature. The court then pointed to Smallwood’s physical injuries—including his inability to function independently, his three-week hospitalization, and his ongoing therapy—and attributed these injuries to his inability to continue playing Lineage II.

The court also followed the rationale that—in order for a plaintiff to recover for a negligent-infliction-of-emotional-distress-claim under Hawaii law.
law, he must prove that a reasonable person “would be unable to adequately cope with the mental stress” of the circumstances. The court further specified that if Smallwood were solely able to prove negligent infliction of emotional distress through negligence, then he would be allowed damages—except as limited by the User Agreement. But if he were able to prove negligent infliction of emotional distress through gross negligence, then Smallwood’s damages would not have been limited. By accepting Smallwood’s pleadings as adequate and allowing the claims to go to trial, the court has opened the door to tort law recognizing video game addiction as an illness that can result in an actionable claim.

F. Critique of Court’s Approach

By allowing Smallwood’s claims to survive the motion to dismiss, the court has given credence to the theory that video games can be addicting and, therefore, manufacturers have a duty to either warn gamers about the possibility of addiction, or face the threat of lawsuits. Hawaii law requires a product manufacturer to give appropriate warning of any known product dangers—those that an end user would not ordinarily discover. But it is imperative that the court first determine whether a danger of addiction even exists. While many studies indicate that video game addiction may exist, numerous other studies question or downplay this possibility. In 2007, the American Medical Association delayed a decision to add “Internet/video game addiction” as a formal diagnostic disorder to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, primarily because of heated opposition from numerous physician members—including addiction experts—who opposed the change. But many studies have shown that video game addiction, in particular addiction to MMORPGs, can have devastating effects on an
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individual’s social development and mental health. For purposes of analyzing this issue, it is helpful to consider an analogous controversy—the effects of violent video games on adolescents.

By far the greatest controversy over video games has revolved around the proliferation of violent video games and the possible effects they have on minors. This controversy dates back to the late 1970s, but it reached a feverish pitch following the mass shooting spree at Columbine High School in 1999. The teenage perpetrators were avid players of Doom and Duke Nukem, two of the most violent games available at that time. In response to the shooting, Congress scrambled to find a reason for the killers’ behavior in an external source such as video games and other media. Yet the Congressional inquiry’s impact was minimal, as there was little evidence presented that any “safeguards” were needed beyond the video game rating system that already existed.

Similar to studies questioning the addictive capabilities of video games, there have been numerous studies that focus on violent video games’ ability to increase aggressive tendencies in adolescents. While some studies have shown a possible connection, others have found no causal relationship evidence. Many researchers point to the likelihood of a correlation between violence and video games, as opposed to a causal relationship. Thus, prov-
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ing causation in these cases may be difficult for plaintiffs. Consequently, courts have also been reluctant to assign liability to companies for actions taken by consumers. In an early example of a plaintiff blaming entertainment media for the consumer’s actions, the minor plaintiff in Zamora v. Columbia Broadcasting System alleged that he became addicted to television, and claimed that the images he saw desensitized him to violence, leading him to shoot and kill his 83-year-old neighbor. The federal court in Florida dismissed the claim, stating that the public should have broad access to programming, and that access should not be restricted because some members of the public may be particularly sensitive.

Similarly, in 1990 the Sixth Circuit upheld the decision by a federal district court in Kentucky by granting summary judgment for the defendant game manufacturer in a wrongful death suit involving an avid gamer who committed suicide. Similar to the Smallwood case, the mother of a deceased man alleged that the defendant manufacturer was negligent because it failed to warn about the addictive nature of the game Dungeons and Dragons. The plaintiff alleged that her son was so absorbed by the game that he lost touch with reality. But the district court did not find the mother’s allegations persuasive and dismissed the case partially on First Amendment grounds, stating that assessing liability on those who created content would be tantamount to “allow[ing] the freaks and misfits of society . . . (to) declare what the rest of the country can and cannot read, watch, and hear.”

Courts have routinely relied on this First Amendment protection argument to throw out claims against video game manufacturers. For instance, in Connecticut, a plaintiff—whose son was stabbed to death by one of his friends—sued a video game manufacturer for negligent and intentional infliction of emotional distress, claiming that the boy who killed her son was addicted to—and obsessed with—the game Mortal Combat. The court dis-
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missed the complaint for failure to state a claim, finding that video games are a form of expression protected by the First Amendment.\textsuperscript{78}

Yet some courts have been more open to the theory that video games can be harmful to individuals. For example, a federal district court in Wisconsin recently found that the state was well within its rights when it withheld access to video games from the plaintiff—a sexually violent person who was involuntarily committed to a state facility for treatment.\textsuperscript{79} In reviewing the plaintiff’s complaint, the court noted that video games can lead to self-isolation and lack of community involvement—both of which are detrimental to the treatment being offered at the facility.\textsuperscript{80} The court concluded that, while video games are protected under the First Amendment, in this situation there was a legitimate state interest in banning them in order to better treat mentally ill patients.\textsuperscript{81} This case is obviously distinguishable from Smallwood’s claims, as the court’s reasoning applied under a very narrow scope.\textsuperscript{82}

Even if a court were to find that there was a danger of addiction with video games, it would then have to find that the person would not have been able to ordinarily discover this danger.\textsuperscript{83} In this case, it is extremely unlikely that the plaintiff would have been unaware of potential risks of overuse of video games. Since the 1999 shooting at Columbine, the media has inundated the public with stories of the dangers of video games and other media.\textsuperscript{84} As an avid gamer, it is extremely unlikely that Smallwood would have been totally unaware of this story and the possible ramifications it could have on his ability to play whatever games he wished.

But even if Smallwood legitimately did not know, the court must find that the danger was such that a reasonable person would not ordinarily discover it.\textsuperscript{85} This would be even more difficult for the plaintiff to prove, as he would be required to show that the average person would not have discovered the possible harmful effects of video games. With the proliferation of stories for over a decade in the mainstream media about the dangers of video games, it is highly unlikely that any individual would be unaware of the
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possible negative effects associated with extensive game play exist.\textsuperscript{86} For example, when a student at Virginia Tech went on a shooting rampage in 2007, video games were quickly blamed for the shooter’s aggression, even though subsequent investigations revealed absolutely no evidence that he played video games of any kind.\textsuperscript{87} Video games and their possible detrimental effects have been in the news repeatedly for other issues as well, including gamer suicides,\textsuperscript{88} their alleged addictive properties,\textsuperscript{89} and gamer-on-gamer violence.\textsuperscript{90} Further, a simple Google search for “video game addiction” yields over 1 million results,\textsuperscript{91} while searches for “video game danger” and “video game violence” yield approximately 60 million\textsuperscript{92} and 40 million\textsuperscript{93} results, respectively. While a court might believe the argument that video games can be addicting, it would be much more difficult for the court to find that a reasonable person would not be aware of these possible dangers. Thus, the court should not allow the claim to survive a motion to dismiss.

## II. Conclusion

By its ruling, this court has allowed Smallwood to take his case to a jury to determine if a reasonable person would not have known about the possible danger of video game addiction.\textsuperscript{94} But this subject remains open to serious debate, and allowing this plaintiff the opportunity to recover can open up the courts to additional lawsuits, which include complaints that cannot be definitively settled. The court here seems to be shifting the onus of responsibility for one’s own well-being from the plaintiff to the software designer. While most courts across the country have rapidly dismissed this type of claim, the Hawaii court’s opinion seems very case-specific, and the court seems to pay
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special attention to the fact that Smallwood had physical injuries in addition to his mental injuries. Further, allowing recovery under these circumstances could lead to future cases in which the only damages that exist are purely emotional—without corresponding physical damages. The court here has deviated from the standards set by other courts, perhaps in response to public opinion on violent media and heightened addiction awareness. Whatever the reason, the court has opened a Pandora’s box of future litigation.